
With reference to the Board update sent on 10 August:

1) The Board referred to WC-FLAG as a “small group of leaseholders”. WC-FLAG represents over 

one third of all leaseholders at Warwick Crest. We do not think our Board should be quite so 

disparaging to so many leaseholders they are meant to represent.

2) The Board stated “The Board of Directors and MetroPM have consistently and comprehensively 

advised all leaseholders of what works have been carried out and what works are envisaged to 

remediate the building so that it meets the required fire safety standards in light of the failed 

EWS1 survey carried out in November 2020”. This is not true. The Board has never mentioned 

the reasons for carrying out a second, apparently duplicate of the original EWS1 survey, in 

March 2021. Nor have they ever told leaseholders the result of that survey. Nor have they ever 

told leaseholders about them adding steam cleaning of the building to all costs. Nor have they 

ever told leaseholders about removing and replacing mastic on all windows and doors whether 

required or not. Nor have they ever told leaseholders about dismantling brick work around the 

rubbish chutes to install fire cavity barriers that may or may not be required. Nor have they ever 

told leaseholders about adding cleaning of all upvc to the required works. Nor have they ever 

told leaseholders about replacing all ground floor windows, which appear not to be mentioned 

in either of the surveys they had done.

3) The Board stated “Samples of the cladding have been removed and are being analysed to 

establish whether these are ACM or non-ACM.” The EWS1 survey and the “secret” second survey

already stated these are ACM panels. We hope you mean they have been sent for combustibility

testing?

4) The Board stated “The assertion that the building should have been tested in 2017/18 is deeply 

flawed.” This is incorrect. The Government issued Advice Note 19 in 2018 (see 

https://assets.grenfelltowerinquiry.org.uk/documents/101.%20Advice%20for%20owners%20of

%20buildings%20which%20include%20spandrel%20panels%20window%20panels%20infill

%20panels%20-%20exhibit%20to%20MHCLG%20Building%20Safety%20_CLG10003027.pdf) in 

which they stated:

4. It is important that building owners check the materials used in the [window spandrel]

panels to ensure that they do not present a risk of fire spread over the wall. It may not 

be readily apparent what materials are present, particularly for composite products 

which can include inner combustible insulating cores.

And

6. Where there is no information about the panel or there is uncertainty, it will be

necessary to investigate the panel composition by sample testing. 

In addition, a revised Advice Note 19 was issued in January 2020 

(https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/8

69532/Building_safety_advice_for_building_owners_including_fire_doors_January_2020.pdf) where on

page 22 it states again: 

6.4.Building owners should check the materials used in the [window spandrel] panels to 

ensure that they do not present a risk of fire spread over the wall. It may not be readily 

apparent what materials are present, particularly for composite products which can 

include inner combustible insulating cores.

Why did our Managing Agent miss both of these Government Advice Notes following the Grenfell 

tragedy which, despite the Board's assertions, clearly instruct building owners / their professional 

advisers to test window spandrel panels?



5) The Board stated “The Board has kept all leaseholders fully up-to-date with progress and has 

answered all questions raised of it by leaseholders.” This is not true. It was many weeks of 

repeated requests from WC-FLAG before the Board answered one of our key questions and 

admitted that it had NOT applied to the Building Safety Fund by the deadline of 31 July 2020, 

despite conflicting information given in Board Updates in 2021 (see 

https://warwickcrest.co.uk/summary-of-conflicting-updates/). It was many weeks before The 

Board admitted it had previously not been telling the truth about delays to the EWS1 being the 

reason no application was made in time. We note the latest reason given by the Managing 

Agent was “confusion” specifically: “It has been, and remains the case, that the whole funding 

situation is shrouded in confusion and uncertainty and even those dealing with it, including the 

government itself, does not really know what is happening now.” We do not find this answer 

from our professionally appointed Managing Agent to be very encouraging, when many tall 

residential buildings did manage to register their interest in the Building Safety Fund within the 

deadline. We also expect the Board and Managing Agent to apologise for previously attempting 

to blame Warwick Crest residents for missing the deadline.

6) The Board stated “The Board has provided all information on the proposed works.” This was not 

true. Only on 10 August did the Board finally provide the tender specification that WC-FLAG has 

been requesting since our first email of 30 June, and other individual leaseholders long before 

then. The Board has STILL not granted access to the original EWS1 surveyor to discuss our 

concerns and questions. We hope the new Board will grant that access?

7) The Board stated “At no point has the Board given any information or advice which differs or 

varies from the requirements indicated in the EWS1 survey report.” This is not true. We refer the 

Board to the numerous conflicting information and advice given in their previous updates (see a 

full record at https://warwickcrest.co.uk/summary-of-conflicting-updates). We would also 

specifically draw their attention to the Section 20 Notice they sent to leaseholders in February 

2021 where they stated works were required to replace the rear spine windows “in accordance 

with the recommendations of this [EWS1] report.” This was not true as the EWS1 report did not 

recommend the replacement of the rear spine windows.

8) The Board stated “The Board has not refused to provide a copy of the tender specification.” See 

point 6 above – the Board only provided it on 10 August, we requested it on 30 June and many 

times since.

9) The Board stated “The quantum of remediation works will only be known once these quotations 

are received and so it is premature to speculate on what these costs are going to be until that 

time, although based on information already received, the numbers quoted in the leaflet are 

exaggerated.” We would remind the Board the number of £15,000 per flat came from the letter 

to leaseholders sent by Matthew Arnold (and presumably approved by the Board?) on 10 Feb 

2021. You have also asserted since then that those figures still appear the most likely outcome.

With reference to answers provided by our Managing Agent in the update sent on 10 Aug 2021:

10) MetroPM stated “MetroPM relied on FRAs” to assess the risk at Warwick Crest. Why did 

MetroPM ignore all Government Advice Notes issued to those responsible for high rise 

residential buildings post the Grenfell tragedy? 

11) MetroPM stated “Samples are being sent now to confirm the cladding is ACM.” The EWS1 survey

and subsequent survey both concluded the panels were ACM. The testing is meant to discover if

they are combustible and a fire risk. Please can MetroPM / the Board confirm this is what is 



actually being tested?

12) MetroPM stated “No advice was given to Warwick Crest Limited on spandrel and infill panels”. 

This appears to be an admission of professional negligence as it is the professional duty of our 

Managing Agent to be aware of all Government Advice Notes on the safety of residents, 

especially those issued following the tragic events at Grenfell. What is our Board planning on 

doing about this apparent admission of negligence?

13) MetroPM stated “If leaseholders have any tangible evidence that there was knowledge of 

presence of flammable cladding between 2017 and November 2020 and that MetroPM or 

Directors at the time ignored that evidence, then leaseholders are urged to present it to WCL 

without delay.” We would remind the Managing Agent that at the time MetroPM insisted an 

EWS1 was required in June 2020, official RICS Advice was that an EWS1 was required ONLY 

where there was thought to be a risk from combustible cladding. So it would appear the 

Managing Agent must have had knowledge of a risk from combustible cladding?

14) MetroPM stated “The fact is that while it was possible to register for the non-ACM fund, WCL 

would have had to have self-certified the existence of flammable materials of which no one, 

including all the directors at the time, had any reason to suspect the existence.” See point 13 

above for our response to this, as well as the fact that Government Advice stated that window 

spandrel panels should have been checked for combustibility in 2018 and again in January 2020 

(see point 4).

15) MetroPM stated “MetroPM gave no funding advice to Warwick Crest apart from the fact that it 

should conduct this survey.” See point 13 above – if MetroPM were concerned enough about 

combustible cladding to suggest an EWS1 survey, why did they not also recommend Warwick 

Crest register for the Building Safety Fund? Registration was open to those who had NOT had 

any testing done at that stage. This appears to be a further admission of professional negligence 

on the part of our Managing Agent.

16) MetroPM stated “Metro advised the Board to obtain the EWS1 survey not because it suspected 

there were ACM panels (or other fire defects)”. See points 4, 13, 14, and 15 above.

17) MetroPM stated “MetroPM gave no funding advice to Warwick Crest and it is not qualified to do

so”. As Managing Agents it is absolutely their responsibility to inform the Board of Warwick 

Crest about any deadlines for remediation funding and about any Government Advice Notes 

related to that. To say they are “not qualified to do so” causes us to question what are they 

qualified to do?

With reference to Jack Lee's email to leaseholders on 10 Aug 2021:

18) Jack Lee stated “The usual process for appointing directors is for them to be appointed at a 

general meeting of the company. The next AGM is scheduled for October.” Jack Lee MUST know 

this to be untrue as he himself was appointed to the Board part way through a year and NOT at 

an AGM (after Jack, who has no other prior experience of being a Director, was recommended 

to the Board by our Managing Agent Matthew Arnold). Of all Director appointments in the last 

decade, none were done at the AGM but were appointed onto the board by the existing 

Directors at the time they volunteered their services (Colin Inglis may be an exception as he 

volunteered during the last AGM meeting). Such appointments are then usually ratified at the 

following AGM.



With reference to Jack Lee's email reply to Ian Bush on 12 Aug 2021:

19) Jack Lee stated “All government guidance received at the time was followed” in relation to 

Matthew Arnold not being aware of Government Advice notes. It is clear this statement from 

Jack Lee is not correct as Matthew Arnold had admitted to not being aware of the Government 

Advice Notes in the update sent on 10 August (see point 4 and 10 above).

20) Jack Lee stated “Another point to note about the specification and the tender process is that we 

do not decide if we are to use scaffolding. The contractors will assess what work needs to be 

done and how best to do it. If they think it can be done more cheaply, while remaining compliant

with all regulations, without scaffolding then they will say this and will likely come in cheaper 

(and thus get our business).” WC-FLAG has only had a copy of the specification for a few days 

but can clearly see that Jack Lee's statement is not true. The specification makes it quite clear 

that ONLY scaffolding will be accepted, with a very detailed spec on all aspects of the 

scaffolding. No alternatives are requested. As the board was responsible for issuing that 

document it was clearly the board that DID decide to only specify scaffolding. When scaffolding 

is the ONLY option in the tender specification no company is going to give a quote based on 

something else.

With reference to Jack Lee's email to leaseholders on 12 Aug 2021:

21) Jack Lee stated “The board believes it is likely that we will get accepted on to the Private ACM 

fund and that the government will fund the vast majority, if not all, of the work.” Jack Lee must 

know this to be untrue and that the Government will not fund most of the items detailed in the 

tender document that has been sent out on which the Board have advised they were previously 

trying to seek dispensation from First Tier Tribunal to push through the works with minimum 

scrutiny. The Government priority post Grenfell is most definitely not to pay for the steam 

cleaning of buildings, cleaning of upvc, replacing mastic seals around windows that don't need 

replacing, or indeed installing cavity barriers around refuse chutes that may also not actually be 

required. These are all included in the detailed tender for works.

22) Jack Lee stated “Sahira Noor states in her email that there were 2 questions the board had to 

answer. If you read the latest update that was sent out yesterday you will see that there are 11 

questions on this update alone” Jack Lee must be well aware those were separate questions for 

the Managing Agent, not the Board, and so was being disingenuous with that comment.

23) Jack Lee stated “Recent emails have demanded responses in ridiculous timeframes”. WC-FLAG 

asked for a very rapid response to the proposal for three, highly experienced new Directors to 

be appointed to the Board as the situation of having one, highly inexperienced Chairman in de 

facto sole control of the Company had to be remedied with great speed. In all other 

communication we have given ample time for answers, and yet still answers were not 

forthcoming until the last few days.

24) Jack Lee stated “we do not believe it is in the best interest of shareholders for the board to be 

bullied into being taken over by a pressure group, who so far at least, have brought forward no 

alternative proposals or strategies and have centred only on criticism of actions taken by us and 

the managing agents.” Does the Board stand by this statement, that WC-FLAG has “bullied” 

(please provide evidence of bullying if so) and that WC-FLAG has “brought forward no 

alternative proposals or strategies”?



With reference to Jack Lee's email to leaseholder Sahira Noor on 12 Aug 2021:

25) Jack Lee stated “Then perhaps treat me with a bit more respect as I have with you”. We would 

remind Jack Lee that the Board has refused to answer our questions; has sent out updates full of

inaccuracies; has withheld vital documents; has refused to grant us access to the original EWS1 

surveyor and has given misleading information in emails. These behaviours do not build respect.

26) Jack Lee stated “What mistakes have we covered up? What blame have we put on others? We 

haven’t become angry when people ask questions, but when they ask the same questions over 

and over again and moan that they were never answered, when they have been, it can become 

quite frustrating”. We would refer Jack Lee to all the inaccuracies in the Board Updates 

summarised here: https://warwickcrest.co.uk/summary-of-conflicting-updates/. None of these 

points have been answered. You blamed Warwick Crest residents for not being able to register 

in time for the Building Safety Fund. This was not true, yet the Board have not apologised for 

blaming them. We have repeated questions over and over because the Board failed to answer 

them over and over.

27) Jack Lee stated (extremely rudely in our opinion) “Any idiot can understand that if there was a 

way of us getting funding I would like to know about it.” Why then has Jack Lee only sent a 

questioning email to our local MP rather than to our Managing Agent demanding to know why 

we weren't informed within the deadlines to apply for those funds? Other buildings applied on 

time, not Warwick Crest. Jack Lee seems to think it is our MPs fault, not our Managing Agent. 

28) Jack Lee stated “Did you want us to lie to the government?” with regards registering for the 

Building Safety Fund. Jack Lee has already been informed on multiple occasions that the Board 

did NOT need to know the make-up of the panels or even if they were combustible when 

registering for that fund, that testing came later. So why did he make yet another rude remark to

Sahira Noor? Why has Jack Lee blamed local MP Preet Gill for not letting him know about the 

Funds re-opening, but appears to have never once questioned Managing Agent Matthew Arnold

for not letting the Board know about the availability of the Funds in the first place?

29) Jack Lee stated “what did we miss? We couldn’t apply for a fund until we had a failed EWS1”. 

Jack Lee must know this to be untrue, unless he has not read a single communication from WC-

FLAG in the last several months.

30) Jack Lee stated (once again very rudely) “I have never questioned that figure. Please provide 

evidence or withdraw this statement. I will not have you call me a liar.”.  We would refer Jack Lee

to his own Board update sent only 2 days before on 10 August where the Board said “The 

quantum of remediation works will only be known once these quotations are received and so it 

is premature to speculate on what these costs are going to be until that time, although based on

information already received, the numbers quoted in the leaflet are exaggerated.” Clearly this 

is Jack Lee “questioning that figure”. We expect a full, public apology from Jack Lee to Sahira 

Noor.

31) Jack Lee stated “The board have co-opted Gregg Collingham onto the board. We believe him to 

be a logical and reasonable man who can see the full picture. Colin and I both think he will be an

asset to the board. However, what we won’t do is be pressured into doing what a minority of 

shareholders want us to when we believe the silent majority is in favour of the actions we’re 

taking.” WC-FLAG notes that Gregg Collingham is also part of the same “minority” pressure 

group as the other two proposed Directors. Can Jack Lee, as Chairman of the Board, please 

explain the selection criteria and why equally able, experienced and willing volunteers from the 

same pressure group - Sahira Noor and George Zhao - were not acceptable?



32) Jack Lee stated “This is again false. What we said is don’t approach suppliers, just give us the 

names of suppliers and we would contact them. The reasoning here is when some leaseholders 

were contacting suppliers they were sharing information that could potentially have effected our

building insurance premiums - which if this had happened could’ve cost all leaseholders 

considerable sums of money.” This is not true. Board update 2, sent on 30 March 2021, actually 

said “the board respectfully asks all shareholders and leaseholders not to investigate alternative 

solutions in parallel to the work the board is doing on your behalf”. The Board did not ask for 

details to be forwarded for the Board to contact instead. Also, we do not understand the Board's

logic that the Board contacting suppliers with the same information WC-FLAG uses to contact 

suppliers could in any way lead to a different outcome with regards insurance premiums? 


